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Abstract. Recently, image retrieval and analysis algorithms have been
extensively applied to art related domains. In this field, state-of-the-
art approaches mainly focus on feature extraction with the aim of im-
proving reliability of authentication, classification and retrieval of art
paintings. In this paper we propose an effective modeling, based on a
graph structure, and a retrieval strategy, based on a graph matching al-
gorithm, for art paintings. The proposed approach has been tested on
different datasets with high quality results allowing an user to run effec-
tive content-based queries on painting records.

Keywords: CBIR systems, graph matching, graph based image
representation, local invariant features extraction.

1 Introduction

During last decade, computer graphics and vision experts have focused their
attention on the problem of cultural heritage preservation. In this field, effective
techniques have been proposed concerning classification [11] and retrieval [20].
In [4] a graph-based method is described for automatic annotation and retrieval
of digital art print images. This method has been proved to be particularly use-
ful for art historians to annotate database of digital art print images. In [8] a
colorimetric visualization method is proposed based on a spatial organization
of colors within the painting. The effectiveness of the method is evaluated on
Italian Renaissance images. Other approaches exploits Local Invariant Features
Extraction (LIFE) methods [18] for image representation and similarity mea-
surements. Authors in [11] present a novel approach for painting classification
based on image segmentation and SIFT [16]/SURF [2] features extraction. In
[20] a system for retrieving information about paintings using mobile devices is
presented. An augmented reality system based on SIFT[16] is described in [24]
to retrieve information about artist and historical context of paintings.

In this paper we propose a novel graph-based image representation along
with a graph matching algorithm to effectively tackle the art painting retrieval
task. A segmented digital image can be seen as a set of regions, each carry-
ing two types of information: local visual information (color, shape or texture)
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and spatial global information (topological configuration of regions located in a
neighborhood). Indeed, relations between local and global information play a key
role in human recognition task [13]. Many approaches [4] represent images using
a graph structure considering, in this way, the image matching problem as a
graph matching problem. In this context, the aim of our paper is threefold: first,
a graph structure for image representation called Attributed Relational SIFT-
based Regions Graph (ARSRG) is introduced to reduce the gap between local
and global features; second a graph matching algorithm is presented to measure
regions similarity exploiting information about topological relations; last, the
LIFE method is applied in order to extract stable descriptors starting from a
given set of image features.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the graph based image
representation, while Section 3 describes the graph matching algorithm. Relevant
results are discussed in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Graph Based Image Representation

In this section we introduce a novel graph based image representation, composed
by two main steps: features extraction and graph construction.

The first step consists in the extraction of the regions of interest (ROIs)
from an image, by means of a segmentation technique, and the construction
of a Region Adjacency Graph (RAG)[23] to encode spatial relations between
extracted regions.

The second step consists of the construction of a graph, named by us At-
tributed Relational SIFT-based Regions Graph (ARSRG), composed
by three levels: Root node, RAG Nodes and Leaf nodes. The Root node repre-
sents the whole image and is linked to all the RAG Nodes at second level. RAG
Nodes encode adjacency relationships between different image regions. Thus,
adjacent regions in the image are represented by connected nodes. Finally, Leaf
nodes represent the set of SIFT descriptors extracted from the image, in order
to tackle invariance to view-point, illumination and scale.

Two types of configurations are provided at this level: Region based and Re-
gion graph based (Figure 1). In Region based a keypoint is associated to a region
based on its spatial coordinates, whereas, Region graph based contains keypoints
belonging to the same region connected by edges, which encode spatial adja-
cency. ARSRG can be defined by structures based on two different Leaf nodes
configurations.

Definition 1. An ARSRG1st (first leaf nodes configuration), G is defined as
a tuple G = (Vregions, Eregions, V FSIFT , Eregions−SIFT ), where:

– Vregions, the set of regions-nodes.
– Eregions ⊆ Vregions×Vregions, the set of undirected edges, where e ∈ Eregions

and e = (vi, vj) is an edge between nodes vi, vj ∈ Vregions.
– V FSIFT , the set of SIFT-nodes.
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Fig. 1. Region based (a) and Region graph based (b) Configurations

– Eregions−SIFT ⊆ Vregions × V FSIFT , the set of directed edges, where e ∈
Eregions−SIFT and e = (vi, vfj) is an edge between source node vi ∈ Vregions

and destination node vfj ∈ V FSIFT .

Definition 2. An ARSRG2nd (second leaf nodes configuration), G is defined
as a tuple G = (Vregions, Eregions, V FSIFT , Eregions−SIFT , ESIFT ), where:

– Vregions, the set of regions-nodes.
– Eregions ⊆ Vregions×Vregions, the set of undirected edges, where e ∈ Eregions

and e = (vi, vj) is an edge between nodes vi, vj ∈ Vregions

– V FSIFT , the set of SIFT-nodes.
– Eregions−SIFT ⊆ Vregions × V FSIFT , the set of directed edges, where e ∈

Eregions−SIFT and e = (vi, vfj) is an edge between source node vi ∈ Vregions

and destination node vfj ∈ V FSIFT .
– ESIFT ⊆ V FSIFT × V FSIFT , the set of undirected edges, where e ∈ ESIFT

and e = (vfi, vfj) is an edge between nodes vfi, vfj ∈ VSIFT

The ARSRG structure has a set of properties arising from two building blocks:
features extraction and matching. The first building block includes relations
among local features and structural information of image encoded into the RAG
configuration located at second level. It has been demonstrated that global con-
figuration and local information of scene play a key role in the human recognition
task [13]. Relations can be distinguished in: horizontal and vertical. Horizontal
relations provide information about spatial closeness between ROIs (level two) or
SIFT features (level three). Vertical relations concern connections among ROIs
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(level two) and SIFT features (level three). The second building block includes
an algorithm for optimal matching and false positive reduction, to refine results.
The matching phase is handled through a hierarchical exploration of ARSRG,
that can be roughly divided in two steps: filtering of regions based on their size;
subgraph matching performed by matching features belonging to single regions
located at the third level of of ARSRG.

3 Graph Matching

Given two ARSRGs, the goal is to find best matches among their nodes and to
determine a mapping set M containing associated nodes between the two struc-
tures. This is done by iterative exploration of best possible nodes mapping and
selecting the best pairs at each iteration, adopting two approaches to measure
dissimilarity among node pairs: ratio test[16] and graph matching[21].

The first step of the algorithm is the construction of a n ×m matrix, called
Dist matrix, where n andm are the numbers of regions-nodes at the second level
of the two ARSRGs respectively. The matrix contains the distances between each
node of the first ARSRG and all the nodes of the second ARSRG. In order to
find the most promising mapping, a second matrix B, of dimension n×m, stores
the mapping corresponding to the minimum value of rows in Dist matrix. For
each possible nodes mapping extracted from B, the algorithm computes matches
generated by SIFT descriptors associated to the nodes. Nodes pairs that present
a number of matches greater than a given threshold are saved.

Next, the algorithm analyzes the second-smallest elements at each row of
matrix Dist matrix extracting, from B, the correspondences that contain at
least one node-to-node matching and so on, until it reaches the final iteration.

3.1 Regions Matching with Ratio Test

Different approaches can be employed to find the best match for each region.
For instance, given two regions with associated SIFT keypoints, the naive ap-
proach consists in searching for the best candidate match for each keypoint in
the first region by identifying its nearest neighbor in the second region, using
a global threshold. This approach produces many false matches, i.e. many key-
points do not match correctly due to the global threshold. Therefore, a different
measure is adopted comparing the closest to the second-closest neighbor of each
keypoint [16].

3.2 Regions Matching with Graph Matching

Differently from the previous solution, the problem of regions comparison can
be reformulated in terms of graph matching [21], with the goal of improving the
quality of the matches. We consider SIFT features organized in the form of SIFT
Nearest Neighbor Graph (SNNG) according to the following definition:
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Definition 3. A SNNG = (V FSIFT , ESIFT ) is defined as

– V FSIFT : the set of nodes associated to SIFT keypoints
– ESIFT : the set of edges

An edge e = (vi, vp) exists, for vi, vp ∈ V FSIFT , if dist(vi, vp) < τ , where
dist(vi, vp) is the Euclidean distance, τ is a threshold value and p stems from 1
to k, k being the size of V FSIFT .

SNNG represents SIFT keypoints belonging to image region located at the
third level of ARSRG structure according to Definition 2. Matches among SNNGs
are described through a matrix S that defines an injective mapping between two
SNNGs: SNNG1 = (V FSIFT1, ESIFT1) and SNNG2 = (V FSIFT2, ESIFT2). In
particular, if an element sij ∈ S is assigned to 1 then the node vi ∈ V FSIFT1

matches with node vj ∈ V FSIFT2, otherwise 0. In this context, the goal of algo-
rithm is to initially estimate best matrix S, starting from the initial guess S(1)

through the space of matching configurations. We use a combined measure of
structural consistency and similarity called W , to compare SNNGs during the
matching. Given two nodes va ∈ V FSIFT1 and vα ∈ V FSIFT2, we define

Waα = QaαRaα (1)

where

Qaα = exp

⎡
⎣μ

∑
b∈V1

∑
β∈V2

DabMαβsbβ

⎤
⎦ and Raα =

1

dist(z1a, z
2
α)

(2)

Qaα is the structural consistency coefficient, D and M are the adjacency
matrices of G1 and G2, sbβ is an element of matrix S and μ > 0 is a control
parameter. Raα is a similarity nodes matching function, where dist(z1a, z

2
α) is the

Euclidean distance between SIFT descriptors z1a and z2α corresponding to nodes
va and vα.
Moreover, in order to describe the matching node-by-node between two SNNGs,
an additional matrix Ω is adopted

Ω =

⎡
⎢⎣
W11 · · · W1m

... Waα

...
Wn1 · · · Wnm

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

A cleaning heuristic approach to extract best matches is applied on Ω with
the purpose of building matrix S. The iterative procedure is composed by three
steps:

1. at the first step, Wa,k = max(Wa,α) is selected at each row a of Ω, α =
1, ...,m, such that Wa,k/Wa,k2 > 1

ρ , where Wa,k2 is the second greatest
element in the a-th row of Ω;
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2. the second step finds the maximum element Wa,α ∈ Ω and activates the
corresponding match saα ∈ S;

3. at the third step, the rows and columns of Ω containing Wa,α are sets to
zero.

The three steps are repeated until Ω does not contain any other element to
analyze, i.e. Wij = 0, ∀i, j i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . ,m.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed approach has been tested on three datasets and compared with
other LIFE methods, graph matching algorithms and CBIR system reported in
the literature. The first dataset, described in [11], is composed by two sets of
images obtained from Olga’s gallery1 and Travel Webshots2. The second dataset,
described in[10], is composed by painting photos taken from the Cantor Arts
Center3. The third dataset, described in [20], is composed by 1002 images. Figure
2 shows some examples.

4.1 LIFE Methods Comparison

A first evaluation is performed for dataset used in [11] and through comparisons
with LIFE methods. Results are reported in terms of Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR). As in [11,16], a tuning procedure is applied to ρ parameter that controls
tolerance of false matches both in graph matching and ratio test. We used the
values of ρ as suggested in [11] and [16]. In particular, ρ values of 0.6 and 0.7
are used in [11] and values greater than 0.8 are rejected as in [16].

Table 1. Quantitative comparison using MRR measure among SIFT[16], SURF[2],
ORB[19], FREAK[1], BRIEF[3] and ARSRG matching on dataset in[11]

ρ SIFT [16] SURF [2] ORB [19] FREAK [1] BRIEF [3] ARSRG1st ARSRG2nd

0.6 0.7485 0.8400 0.6500 0.3558 0.4300 0.6700 0.6750

0.7 0.7051 0.6800 0.6116 0.3360 0.3995 0.7133 0.7500

0.8 0.6963 0.5997 0.5651 0.2645 0.4227 0.6115 0.8000

Table 1 shows that graph based approach provides best performance. ρ values
of 0.7 and 0.8 give optimal results for ARSRG matching. Graph based image
representation clearly captures the topological relationships among features and
acts as a filter over the complete set of SIFT features extracted from the image.
Indeed, the comparison was performed among descriptors belonging to regions

1 http://www.abcgallery.com/index.html
2 http://travel.webshots.com
3 http://museum.stanford.edu/

http://www.abcgallery.com/index.html
http://travel.webshots.com
http://museum.stanford.edu/
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Some examples of art painting images

instead of entire image as proposed in standard approaches. In this way, many
false matches are discarded and effectiveness is greatly improved.

A second test has been performed on the dataset adopted in [10], computing
performance in terms of Precision and Recall. Values of ρ parameter are the
same as in the previous test.

Table 2. Quantitative comparison, using Recall measure, among SIFT[16], SURF[2],
ORB[19], FREAK[1], BRIEF[3] and ARSRG matching on dataset in[10]

ρ SIFT [16] SURF [2] ORB [19] FREAK [1] BRIEF [3] ARSRG1st ARSRG2nd

0.6 1.0 0.8666 0.8000 0.7333 0.7666 0.7333 0.7333

0.7 1.0 0.9000 0.8666 0.7333 0.8666 0.7666 0.7333

0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8333 1.0000 0.8000 0.8000

Table 2 shows that SIFT based approach performs better in terms of Recall.
In case of ρ equal to 0.8, our approach yields comparable results.
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Table 3. Quantitative comparison using Precision measure, among SIFT[16],
SURF[2], ORB[19], FREAK[1], BRIEF[3] and ARSRG matching on dataset in[10]

ρ SIFT [16] SURF [2] ORB [19] FREAK [1] BRIEF [3] ARSRG1st ARSRG2nd

0.6 0.0674 0.0820 0.2051 0.05584 0.10689 1.0 1.0

0.7 0.0401 0.0441 0.0742 0.04671 0.05664 0.6571 1.0

0.8 0.0312 0.0338 0.0348 0.04072 0.03452 0.1428 0.6666

In contrast, Table 3 shows that our approach, clearly outperforming the other
approaches in terms of Precision, proves to be very effective for image retrieval
problem. The best results by graph matching algorithm for Precision are pro-
vided with ρ equal to 0.6 and 0.7. These results are due to the use of image
structural representation. Indeed, graph nodes, representing different image re-
gions, provide a partitioning rule applied on entire set of SIFT. In this way, the
subsets obtained are considered separately during matching step. This strategy
removes most of false matches that normally belongs to accepted matches. As a
consequence, several images are discarded as candidates for final ranking.

4.2 Graph Matching Algorithms Comparison

This section describes performance comparison with graph SIFT-based matching
algorithms. Experiments are performed on datasets presented in [11,20] and are
evaluated through MRR measure. Results are reported in tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Quantitative comparison, using MRR measure, among HGM[14],
RRWGM[15], TM[9] algorithms and ARSRG matching on dataset in[11]

HGM [14] RRWGM [15] TM [9] ARSRG1st ARSRG2nd

0.2600 0.1322 0.1348 0.6115 0.8000

Table 5. Quantitative comparison, using MRR measure, among HGM[14],
RRWGM[15], TM[9] algorithms and ARSRG matching on dataset in[20]

HGM [14] RRWGM [15] TM [9] ARSRG1st ARSRG2nd

0.1000 0.0545 0.0545 0.20961 0.39803

In particular, Tables 4 and 5 show comparison, in terms of MMR values, with
HGM [14], RRWGM [15], TM [9] algorithms. Also in this case, ARSRG leads
to better results compared to those obtained by the other graph SIFT-based
matching algorithms. Similarly in this case, the region matching approach, by
providing local information about spatial distribution of the features, leads to
false matches removal and hence improves final results.
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4.3 CBIR System Comparison

This section describe the performance comparison with Lucene Image Retrieval
(LIRe) [17] system. Experiments are performed on dataset presented in [11],
considering different features implemented in LIRe, and evaluated through MRR
measure. Results are reported in table 6.

Table 6. Quantitative comparison usingMRR measure, among some features available
in (LIRe)[17] system and ARSRG matching on dataset in[11]

MPEG7 [5] Tamura[22] CEDD [6] FCTH [7] ACC [12] ARSRG1st ARSRG2nd

0.2645 0.1885 0.2329 0.1924 0.1879 0.7133 0.7500

From the reported results, it is clear that LIRe system is not very suitable for
art paint retrieval, due to its low performing features, which results in wrong dis-
crimination of relevant and irrelevant images. Consequently, the achieved ranking
contains inadequate results, with respect to user’s request, which affects heav-
ily its final performance. In contrast, results obtained by ARSRG algorithm,
demonstrates once more that the proposed approach is very effective for this
application.

5 Conclusion Remarks

In this paper a novel way to capture visual and structural information from
digital art paintings has been proposed. The resulting ARSRG structure has
proved to be a valid alternative to standard techniques which use color, shape and
texture to describe image content. Robustness and effectiveness of the proposed
graph matching algorithm have been extensively tested on different public data
repositories for the art painting retrieval task. The proposed approach is robust
to changes in scale and lighting conditions, and allows to effectively retrieve
objects based on the user preferences.
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